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This could be my favorite game of the year on my xbox360. Tactical Ops:

Assault on Terror is a fun, easy to control game with intense action. One of the
keys to playing Tactical Ops: Assault on Terror is to never stop shooting. As a

sniper, you will be able to get an area just by slowly peeking out to take a shot.
The team that can continue to fire the most bullets in the least amount of time

usually wins. This game is not for the faint of heart, so pay attention to the
bullet time and health bar, and practice, practice, practice! Players can create
their own custom maps with the in-game editor. These can be played in single

player or in a multiplayer match. Players will enjoy 30 new maps and 6 new
weapons. Additional game modes include Deathmatch, Team Deathmatch,

Demolition, Freeze Tag, and King of the Hill. coming back to the two games im
recommending here, the concept is simple. you will find yourself running

through hallways and rooms, using a variety of weapons to absolutely wreck
demons. beware that the game does have plenty of gore, so maybe dont hand
this one to young kids. download (free) 40. stage race (free) stage race is one

of the most popular racing games on android, and it is constantly being
updated. the gameplay in this game is very simple, but its so addictive that

you will spend hours playing this game. assault on terror is an offline shooting
game that offers you a side scrolling shooter experience that is unique to the
genre. the game is set in a futuristic world where you must fight against the

enemy and the government.
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this game is really easy to
play. your opponent will be

making mistakes, like
touching the bottom. you

also have the ability to
speed up your movement

using a combination of
gestures, as well as using

the accelerometer to make
things faster. flowlines is a
game that everyone should
try. the game is easy to play
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and has many different
settings in order to keep
things fresh. if you are

looking for a fun game to
play, than this is the perfect
game for you. tower defense
games arent really a genre
that seems to ever truly die
out, and for good reason,

theres always some degree
of strategy involved. id say
that the genre works better
in the mobile games then it
does on the consoles, and

that games like breach and
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blitz brigade are the kind of
mobile tower defense games
that have been able to pull

of that. assault on terror is a
great one. the game tells the

story of an attack against
the earth by an alien race
who are bent on knocking
out the human race. your

mission is to build a massive
tower and drop survivors

into it to act as bait to break
up the aliens assault. you

can use grenades, cannons,
and all kinds of cool gadgets
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to kill the aliens, but those
arent the only ones in the

game. you also have access
to a variety of powers, like

the ability to shoot lasers. on
top of the tower defense

game, assault on terror also
has a full rpg game that will
keep you playing for quite a
while. this game is addictive,
and really, what else do you
need? if you havent already,
make sure to rate this game

on the market. and
remember, install breach
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and blitz brigade first, theyre
free on the market.
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